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Abstract 
Dydak, J., Compactifications and cohomological dimension, Topology and its Applications 50 
(1993) l-10. 
The following theorems follow from results proved in the paper: 
Theorem 1. For each Abelian group G # 0 there is a separable metric space X such that dim, X F 3 
and all Hausdor$ compactijkations X’ of S” XX, n 2 0, have cohomological dimension dim, X’ 
strictly greater than dim,(S” xX). 
Theorem 2. If G # 0 is either a torsion group or G is torsion free and I= {p 1 p. G = G, p prime} 
is in$nite, then there is a separable metric space X such that dim, X = 2 and all Hausdorff 
compactijkations X’ of S” XX, n 2 0, have cohomological dimension dim, X’ strictly greater 
than dim,(S” XX). 
Keywords: Cohomological dimension, Eilenberg-MacLane complexes, compactifications 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: Primary 55MlO; secondary 54F45. 
Introduction 
Our notation is that of Sullivan [14]: Given a prime p, Z/p = Z/pi?, 22, = 
{m/n E Q 1 n is not divisible by p} (Q being the rationals) and Z/p”:= Q/Z,, is 
lim,(Z/p+Z/p2-+. . . -Z/p”+. . .). More generally, given any set 1 of primes, 
Z,={m/n~Qln is not divisible by any PEE} and Z/l”:=Q/Z,=@,.,Z/p” (see 
[14, p. 2.251). In particular, 
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Let CT denote the collection consisting of the groups Q and Z together with the 
groups UP, Up”, 22 p, for each p prime. To an Abelian group G, associate the 
subcollection T(G) = (T determined as follows: 
(a) Z,ET(G)iffp.(G/TorG)#G/TorG, 
(b) Z/p E T(G) iff p 9 G Z G and p. (G/Tar G) = G/Tar G, 
(c) Z/p”ET(G)iffp.G=Gandp-TorGfO. 
T(G) is related to a(G) defined in [8] (see also [ 11). 
One of the ways to extend cohomological dimension theory to noncompact spaces 
is to create compactifications preserving cohomological dimension. Below is a list 
of results dealing with existence of such compactifications: 
0.1. Theorem (Kuzminov and Shvedov [9]). Let G be a finitely generated group, X 
a paracompact space ofjinite covering dimension and dimG X < 00. Then, dim, PX = 
dim, X, where /3X is the Stone- tech compacttjication of X. 
0.2. Theorem (Shvedov [S]). Let G be a finitely generated group, X is a separable 
metric space ofjinite covering dimension and dim, X < ~0. Then, there is a metrizable 
compacti$cation X’ of X and dim, X’= dim, X. 
0.3. Theorem (Rubin and Schapiro [ 121). If X is a jnitistic paracompact space (i.e., 
it has a cojinal system of open covers whose nerves are finite dimensional), then 
dim, PX = dim, X and if X is separable metric, then there is a metrizable compacti- 
jication X’ of X with dim, X’ = dim, X. 
Recently, Dranishnikov [3] proved that the assumption of finiteness of covering 
dimension in Theorem 0.1 is essential: 
0.4. Theorem (Dranishnikov [3]). There is a locally compact metrizable space X of 
cohomological dimension 4 whose Stone-tech compacttjication is of infinite cohomo- 
logical dimension. 
Subsequently, Dydak and Walsh [4] modified Dranishnikov’s example to show 
that the assumption of finiteness of covering dimension in Theorem 0.2 is essential: 
0.5. Theorem (Dydak and Walsh [4]). There is a separable metric space X of integral 
cohomological dimension 4 such that all Hausdorflcompactijkations of X have integral 
cohomological dimension strictly greater than 4. 
Remark. The question of existence of compactifications of X whose integral 
cohomological dimension is finite is still open (see [15, Problem D 191). In fact, 
even the more specialized problem posed next is currently unresolved. 
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0.6. Problem. Suppose X is a separable metrizable space. Is there a compact 
metrizable space Y 3 X such that dim, Y c dim, X + l? 
Both examples in [3] and [4] rely on a calculation of complex K-theory groups 
of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces and their subcomplexes. A set of less complicated 
examples (using ordinary cohomology theories only) was found by Karinski [7]. 
Those show that the assumption of G being finitely generated is essential in Theorem 
0.1: 
0.7. Theorem (Karinski [7]). (a) For each p prime and each n 2 2 there is a locally 
compact metrizable space X of dimension n such that dim,,,,-X = n - 1 and 
dim,,,- PX = n. 
(b) For each p prime or p = @ (in which case Z, = Q) and each n B 2 there is a 
locally compact metrizable space X of dimension n such that dim,,, X = 1 and 
dim,,, pX = n. 
The purpose of this paper is to construct, in a uniform way, a family of examples 
which generalize [3,4] and explain, in a way, Karinski’s [7] results. 
Theorem A. For each Abelian group G # 0 there is a separable metric space X such 
that dim, X < 3 andfor all Hausdorffcompactijications X’ of S” x X, n z 0, dim, X’> 
dim, (S” x X) for all H E T(G) u {G}. 
Theorem B. If G # 0 is either a torsion group or G is torsion free and 1 = {p / p . G = G, 
p prime} is infinite, then there is a separable metric space X such that 
(a) dime X = 2, 
(b) dim X c 3 unless Z/p E T(G) for some p, 
(c) for all HausdorfS compactifications X’ of S” x X, n B 0, dim, X’ > 
dim,(S” XX). 
The author is grateful to the referee for valuable remarks. 
1. General idea of the proofs of Theorems A and B 
Our first step is to consider G = Z,, Z/p or Z/p”. Let m = 3 if G = Z, and 1’ = {all 
primes} - 1 is finite, and let m = 2 otherwise. We construct X( G, n), n 2 1, as follows: 
Given n 3 1 and a finite subcomplex K of K (G, n + m) containing canonical 
S mtn with the inclusion map LY : S”‘” + K being homotopically nontrivial, we find 
an inclusion f: K + L such that f 0 cy is not null-homotopic and [K (H, i), L?‘L] = 0 
for all i 2 1, r 30 and all H related to G. Subsequently, we create a compacturn 
X(G, K, n) (using Edwards-Walsh complexes EW(?, H, 1) [6] for groups H) and 
amapf,:X(G, K,n)+S”suchthatthecompositionX(G, K,n)+S’n+R”S”t”+ 
CJ”K + fln”L is not trivial and dim,(X(G, K, n)) = m - 1. The space X(G, n) is the 
union I._, C( fK ) of mapping cones C( fK ) of fK, K varying over countably many 
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finite subcomplexes of K(G, n + m) whose union is K( G, n + m), with S” in each 
cone identified with a single copy of an m-sphere. Thus, dim, X( G, n) = m. 
Given a pointed space X we consider its nth suspension Z”X := (S” x X)/(S” v X) 
with the quotient topology. 
1.1. Lemma. Suppose X is a pointed space, G is an Abelian group and m, n 2 0. The 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) there is a compactijcation X’ of Z”X with dim, X’s m, 
(b) there is a compactification X” of S” x X with dim, X” d m. 
Proof. (a) + (b) Notice that I” xX is contained in I‘“X as a closed subset. Suppose 
X’ is a compactification of Z;“X and dim,, X’s m. Let A be the closure of aI” x X 
in X’. Consider the union X” of two copies of X’ with both copies of A identified. 
Then X” contains S” x X and dim, X”s m. 
(b) + (a) Suppose X” is a compactification of S” x X and dim, X”s m. Let A 
be the closure of S” v X in X”. Then X”/A contains E‘“X and dimo(X”/A) s m. 0 
Suppose X’ is a compactification of Z”X( G, n) and dimoX’< n + m. The 
inclusion S”+” = 2 “S” +K(G,n+m)hasanextensiong:X’+K(G,n+m)whose 
image is contained in a finite subcomplex K of K (G, n + m). This contradicts the 
nontriviality of X( G, K, n) + S” + fin,Snt” + 0°K + R”L. 
Now, the disjoint union @,, X( G, n) of all X( G, n), n 3 0, is the space X which 
has properties as in Theorem A or B. 
2. Main tools 
Below is a list of results used throughout the paper: 
2.1. Miller’s Theorem [lo] (Sullivan Conjecture). Zf n is Q group whose finitely 
generated subgroups are finite and X is a CW complex of finite dimension, then 
map,. K (n, l), X) (the space of pointed maps from K ( TT, 1) to X) is weakly contract- 
ible. Equivalently, any map K ( TT, 1) + Q’X, r 3 0, is inessential. 
2.2. Combinatorial Vietoris-Begle Theorem [5]. Suppose T: Z? + K is a map to a 
countable simplicial complex K such that either K is metrizable or it is a CW complex 
and rr is combinatorial (i.e., n-‘(A) is a CW subcomplex of k for each subcomplex 
A of K ). Let L be a CW complex. If 
[Y’(o), nrL] = {*} 
for each r 2 1 and each simplex (T of K, then nx* : [K, R ‘L] + [I?, 0 ‘L] is an isomorphism 
for all r 3 1. 
Remark. An important application of Theorem 2.2 is when n : k + K is a map such 
that h*( n-l (o)) = 0 for all simplices c of K, where h* is a reduced generalized 
cohomology theory. 
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2.3. Bockstein Inequalities [ 1,8]. For any compact Hausdorff space X the following 
inequalities hold for any prime p: 
(1) dimLlp,= X s dim,,, X = dirn=,,,k X s dim,,,- X + 1, 
(2) dimQ X 6 dim,,, X, 
(3) dim,,, X s dim,,, X, 
(4) dimzl,,= X s max(dim, X, dim,,, X - l), 
(5) dim=,, X c max(dim, X, dimLIp= X + 1). 
2.4. Bockstein Theorem [l, 81. For any Abelian group G and a compact Hausdorf 
space X 
dime X = max{dim,, X 1 H E T(G)}. 
Remark. Theorem 2.4 is proved in [8] for a(G) rather than for T(G). However, 
T(G) is obtained from r(G) by removing inessential groups (for example, if both 
Z,, and Z/p belong to (T(G), then Z/p is removed). Thus, Theorem 2.4 holds in 
view of the Bockstein Inequalities. 
2.5. Definition. Let G # 0 be an Abelian group and n 2 1. Given a finite simplicial 
complex L its Edwards- Walsh resolution is a combinatorial map (i.e., Y’(L.‘) is a 
subcomplex of EW( L, G, n) if L’ is a subcomplex of L) 7~ :EW( L, G, n) -+ L satisfying 
the following properties: 
(i) 7~~’ (Len’) = L’“’ c EW( L, G, n), 
(ii) for each k-simplex A of L, k> n, Y’(A) is a subcomplex of EW( L, G, n) 
which belongs to K (G”, n) for some m 3 0, 
(iii) for any subcomplex L’ of L and any map f: L’+ K E K(G, n) there is an 
extensionf’:EW(L, G, n)+ K off0 TIY’(L’):Y’(L’)+ K. 
Remark. The Edwards-Walsh resolutions EW( L, G, n) are used to construct com- 
pacta X such that dim, X s n (see [3] or [ 51). In this paper the resolutions 
EW(?, G, 1) are used. 
2.6. Theorem [6]. If n 2 1 and L is a jinite simplicial complex, then there exists an 
Edwards- Walsh resolution rr : EW( L, G, n) + L, with EW( L, G, n) countable, for G = 
Z/m, E,, where m 2 2 is an integer and 1 is a subset of primes. 
3. Construction of X(G, n) 
3.1. G=Z,, l’={ull primes}-1 is injinite 
K (Z,, n +2) is constructed from the telescope S”+‘-+ Snt2+ . . . , where the kth 
map is of degree equal to the product of the first k primes in I’, by attaching i-cells, 
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i > n +3, to kill higher homotopy groups. Given a finite subcomplex K of K (Z,, n + 
2) whose (n +3)-skeleton is the union of mapping cylinders of S”+*+ S”+‘+ . . . -+ 
Snt2 (first m spheres) we can embed K into L= K(Z/q, n+2), where q is the mth 
prime in 1’ (we need the inclusion from the first sphere S”+2 to K to be essential-thus 
q needs to be different from the first m - 1 primes in l’, which explains why 1’ has 
to be infinite). 
X(Z,, K) is the inverse limit of 2-dimensional polyhedra Ak constructed induc- 
tively as follows: A, = S’. Given Ak and the bonding map mk,, : Ak + A, = S* so that 
the composition A, + S* + 0”Snt2 + 0°K + fI”L is essential, we subdivide Ak very 
finely and consider an Edwards-Walsh resolution n: EW(Ak, Z,, 1) + Ak. Since 
[K(Z;, l), K(Z/q, s)] =0 for r, s 3 1 (see Lemma A.l), rr induces isomorphism of 
all cohomology groups with coefficients in Z/q (see the Combinatorial Vietoris-Begle 
Theorem). Express Y = EW(Ak, I!,, 1) as the union U B, of its finite subcomplexes 
B,C&C”.. Use Milnor’s [ll] exact sequence 
0+lim’{H’(B,;Z/q)}+H2(Y;Z/q)+lim{H2(B,;Z/q)}+0 - 
and the fact that lim’ vanishes on finite groups (see [ll]) to find r 2 1 such that 
H2(Ak ; Z/q)+ H*(B,; Z/q) is a monomorphism. Put Aktl = B,. Notice that A,,, + 
S*+ 0nSnt2+ 0°K + an”L is essential. Thus, the inverse limit X(Z[, K) of {Ak}k31 
admits a mapfK : X(Z,, K) + S* such that X(.Z,, K)+ S”+ fi”Sn+*+ fIn”K + fl”L is 
not trivial and dim,,(X(Z,, K)) = 1. 
The resulting X(Z,, n) (the union of mapping cones of jjK : X(Z,, K)+ S’ with 
all copies of S2 identified) is of covering dimension 3 and dim,, X(Z,, n) = 2. 
3.2. G = Z/p, p is a prime 
Construct K(Z/p, n +2) as in Lemma A.2. Use [K(Z/q, l), RSK,] = 0 for 
s 2 0 and all prime q (Miller’s Theorem) and [ K(Z[ l/p], l), fJ.‘K,,,] = 0 for s 2 0 
(Lemma A.2 applied to I = {all primes} -{p}) to construct as in Section 3.1 (using 
Edwards-Walsh complexes based on H =Z[l/p], Z/q, q prime) a compacturn 
X(G, K, n) (of infinite dimension, in general) and a map fK : X(Z/p, K, n)+ S* 
such that X(Z/p, K, n) + S*+ ~*Snt2+ 0°K + fin”K,,, is not trivial and 
dim Ltl/p~ X@/P, K n) = dh,, (X(Z/p, K)) = 1 for all prime q. 
The resulting X( G, n) satisfies dimz[,,,,, X( G, n) = dim,,,(X( G, n)) = 2 for all 
primes q. 
3.2.1. Lemma. dimA X(Z/p) = 2 for all A such that Z/p E T(A). 
Proof. Follows from the Bockstein Inequalities and the Bockstein Theorem. 0 
3.3. G =Z/p” 
K (Z/p”, n + 2) is constructed as the telescope K (Z/p, n + 2) + K (Z/p*, n + 2) + 
-. * + K(Z/pk, n+2)+. . . with S”+* being the (n t-2)-skeleton of K(Z/p, n +2). 
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Given a finite subcomplex K of K (Z/p”, n + 2) containing Snt2 and itself contained 
in the union of mapping cylinders of K(Z/p, n +2) + . . . + K(Z/pk, n +2), 
we put L= K(Z/pk, n +2). Use the fact [K(Z[l/p], l), K(Z/pk, s)]= 
[K (a/ q, l), K (Z/p”, s)] = 0 for s 3 1 and q Z p, q prime, to construct as in Section 
3.1 (using Edwards-Walsh complexes based on If =Z[l/p], P/q, q fp is prime) 
a 2-dimensional compacturn X(Z/p”, K, n) and a map fK : X(Z/p”, K, n) + S2 
such that X(Z/p”, K, n) + S2+ fl”Sn+Z+ fl”K + R”L is not trivial and 
dim z~~,,,I(X(UP”, K, n)) = dim zI,(X(Z/p”, K, n))= 1, q Zp is prime. The non- 
triviality of X(Z/p”, K, n) + S* + R”S”+’ + R”K + fl”L = K (Z/p”, 2) implies 
dim,,, X(Z/p”, K, n) =2 and dim,,, X(Z/p”, K, n) =2. Since dimz,,,= X s 
max( dim, X, dim,,, X - 1) for any compacturn X (Bockstein Inequalities-see (S]), 
dim,,,=> X(Z/p”, K, n)= 1. 
The resulting X(Z/p”, n) is of covering dimension 3 and dim, X(Z/p”, n) = 2 = 
dim L[Vp,(X(UPrn, n)) = dim,,,(X(Z/p”, n)), q f p is prime. 
3.3.1. Lemma. dim, X(Z/p”, n) = 2 for all A such that Z/p” E T(A). 
Proof. Follows from the Bockstein Inequalities and the Bockstein Theorem. 0 
3.4. G = Z,, p prime or p = 0 
K (Z,, n +3) is constructed from the telescope S”+3+ Sn+j+ . . * , where the kth 
map is of degree equal to the product of the first k primes not equal to p, by attaching 
i-cells, i > n + 3, to kill higher homotopy groups. Given a finite subcomplex K of 
K (Z,,, n +3) whose (n +4)-skeleton is the union of mapping cylinders of Snt3 + 
S ,1+3+ , . . + y+J (first m spheres) we attach finitely many i-cells, i 2 n + 4, to K 
to obtain L whose homotopy groups are finite and S”+’ + L is not null-homotopic. 
An easy way to obtain L is to choose a prime q different from p and from all first 
m primes not equal to p, map K to K (Z/q, n + 3) so that 7rm+3( K) --z Z/q is epi, and 
then choose K, in K(Z/q, n + 3) containing the image of K such that all the 
homotopy groups of K, are finite q-groups (see Lemma A.2). L is the mapping 
cylinder of K + K,y. 
Use the fact [K (h/q, I), R”L] = 0 for s a 1 and all q-prime (Miller’s Theorem) 
and [K (Cl, l), 0’L] = 0 for s 2 1 (sef; Lemma A.2) to construct (using Edwards- 
Walsh complexes based on H =Q, Z/q) a compacturn X(Z,, K) and a map 
fK : X(Z p, K) + S3 such that X(Z p, K) + S3 + JI”S”+~ + R”K + R”L is not trivial 
and dim,(X(Z,,, K)) = 1. 
3.4.1. Lemma. dim, X(Z p, n) = 3. 
Proof. As S3c X(Z,, n),dim,, X(7?,, n)s3. Since dim, (X(Z,, K)) = 1 for H = 
Q, Z/q, the cone over X(Z,, K) is of cohomological dimension 2 with respect to 
H = Q, Z/q. Use Bockstein Inequalities (3)-(5) to conclude dimzy C(X(Z,, K)) G 3. 
Thus, dimzt, X(Z,, n)s3 for all prime q and dimn X(Z,, n)s3 by the Bockstein 
Theorem. 0 
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4. Proofs of main results 
Proof of Theorem B. If G = Tor G we let X be the disjoint union of X(H, n), 
H E r(G) and n 2 0. Since dim, X(H, n) s 2 for all A E T(G) (this is insured by the 
way X(H, n) was constructed), dime X = 2. Suppose X’ is a compactification of 
Z”X and dime X’s n +2. By the Bockstein Theorem, dim, X’s n +2 for some 
H E T(G) contradicting dim, cl(Z”(X( H, n))) > n +2. 
If Tor G = 0 and 1’ = {p /p * G = G, p prime} is infinite, let X be the disjoint union 
of X(Z,, n), n 3 0 and I= {all primes} - I’, from Section 3.1. Since dimG Y = dim,, Y 
for all compact spaces Y (see the Bockstein Theorem), E:“X does not admit a 
compactification X’ with dim, X’s 2 + n. 0 
Proof of Theorem A. Let X be the disjoint union of 
(a) IX(H, n), n 2 0 and H E 7(G) is a torsion group, such that each compacti- 
fication X’ of E”+‘X(H, n) satisfies dim,X’> n +3, and of 
(b) X@,, n), where p * (G/Tar G) # G/Tar G and n ~0. 
Clearly, dime X < 3 by the Bockstein Theorem. Suppose X’ is a compactification 
of 1”X and dim, X’s n +3. By the Bockstein Theorem, dim, X’s n + 3 for some 
H E T(G) contradicting dim, cl(E “+‘(X( H, n))) > n +3 (if H is a torsion group) 
or dim, cl(E”(X( H, n))) > n + 3 (if H is torsion free). q 
Appendix 
A.l. Lemma. [K(Z~,l),K(Z/q,s)]=Oforr,s~l, andq@l. 
Proof. First consider r = 1. Notice that K(Z,, 1) can be formed as the infinite 
telescope of S’ -+ S’ -+ * . . , where the kth map is of degree equal to the product of 
the first k primes in 1’. Since the fundamental group of K(Z/q, s) is trivial when 
multiplied by q, any map S: K(Z,, l)+ K(Z/q, s) is trivial on r,. Therefore f 
restricted to finite subcomplexes of K(Z), 1) (each such a subcomplex is contained 
in a bigger one which is homotopy equivalent to S’) is inessential. K(Z,, 1) is the 
union U K, of an increasing sequence of its finite subcomplexes. Notice that 
[K,, K(Z/q, s-l)] = Hep’(K, ; Z/q) is finite for all n. Use Milnor’s [ll] exact 
sequence 
and the fact that lim’ vanishes on finite groups (see [ll]) to conclude f =O. Now, 
proceed by induction on r, using the projection K(Z;+‘, l)+ K(Z;, 1) with fiber 
K(Z,, 1) and applying the Combinatorial Vietoris-Begle Theorem, to establish the 
lemma in full generality. 0 
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A.2. Lemma. K(Z/p, n f2) can be constructed as the union U K,, m 2 n +3, of its 
finite subcomplexes such that 
(a) Kni3 is Snt2 with one (n +3)-cell attached along a map of degree p, 
(b) homotopy groups of K, are finite p-groups, n,(K,) = 0 if n +2 < i < m and 
S n+2+ K, is essential, 
(c) if 1 does not containp, then [K(Z;, l), WK,,] =0 for r, s a0 and all m 2 n+3. 
Proof. The homology of Kni3 is a finite p-group, therefore (see [13, Theorem 15, 
p. 5081) the homotopy groups of Kn+3 are finite p-groups. Suppose K,,, mZn+3, 
is given. Since n”,(K,) is finite, we can attach finitely many (m + 1)-cells to K,, 
one for each element of r,,,( K,), and obtain K with rrm (K) = 0. By the exactness of 
. . + fL+,(K,; O+ Hm+,(K; Z>+ Kn+,(K Km; Z)+ Kn(Kn; z)-, . . . 
H,,,+,(K; Z)-+ H,+,(K, K, ; Z) is a %,-isomorphism (i.e., both the kernel and the 
cokernel of it are p-groups). Also, n,,,+,(K)+ H,,,+,(K; E) is a %,,-isomorphism by 
the Hurewicz Theorem modp (see [13, Theorem 15, p. 5081). Therefore, we can 
attach finitely many (m +2)-cells to K along generators of a free subgroup F of 
n,,+,(K) so that n,+,(K)/F is a finite p-group. The resulting complex is denoted 
by Km+,. Now, &+~(Lrn+,, K; Z)+ H,,,+,(K; Z) is a %Y,,-isomorphism, which 
implies that all homology groups of L,,,, are finite p-groups. By [13, p. 5081 (a) 
and (b) follow. 
(c) First consider r = 1. Notice that K(Z,, 1) can be formed as the infinite telescope 
of s’ -9 S’ + . . - ) where the kth map is of degree p. q,,, ql, being the product of the 
first k primes not in 1. Since the fundamental group of C?‘K, is trivial when multiplied 
by p, any map f: Z, + R ‘K,,, is trivial on 71-, . Therefore f restricted to finite subcom- 
plexes of Z, (each such a subcomplex is contained in a bigger one which is homotopy 
equivalent to S’) is inessential. Z, is the union IJ K, of an increasing sequence of 
its finite subcomplexes. Notice that [K,, 0’K,,,] is finite for all n (see [5]). Use 
Milnor’s [ 1 l] exact sequence 
O+lim’{[K,,~‘“K,]}+[K,~‘K,]+lim{[Ki,~‘K,]}+O - 
and the fact that lim’ vanishes on finite groups (see [ll]) to conclude f -0. Now, 
proceed by induction on r, using the projection K(Z;+‘, 1) + K(Z;, 1) with fiber 
K(Z,, 1) and applying the Combinatorial Vietoris-Begle Theorem, to establish (c) 
in full generality. 0 
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